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TAKKT Group is the market-leading B2B mail order specialist for business equipment 
in Europe and North America. TAKKT has about three million customers in over 
25 countries around the world. We enter new markets wherever we see positive 
prospects for success, by either founding new companies or acquiring existing ones. 
Our success is based on an efficient and strong system business, which the Group 
continuously optimises.

TAKKT acts as a one-stop shop, supplying its customers with everything they need 
for their business. Our Group companies use hundreds of suppliers to compile a 
comprehensive range of more than 160,000 high-quality products. Our portfolio 
is complemented by exemplary service. For us, customer focus begins before an 
order is placed and does not finish once the goods have been delivered.

We attach great importance to the principles of sustainability. We ensure that  
resources are conserved, both in our core business and beyond. We are dedicated 
to pursuing the interests of our employees and society. We are aware that economic 
success and sustainable actions must not be mutually exclusive in the long term.
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// our objective //    We WAnT To become The World‘s  
leAdinG b2b mAil order speciAlisT for business equipmenT.
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This is the first time that we inform you about our commitment to sustainability and to corporate responsibility in a separate 

report. The reason for this is simple: These topics are rightly becoming increasingly important to a larger number of people 

and we would like to respond to this need for more information. Awareness is growing that we must look after our planet 

and its resources carefully; we do not have a spare one. The global debate on climate change has made it clear that each 

and every player is responsible, and corporates in particular. customers, shareholders, analysts, business partners, journalists 

and last but not least current and future employees – everyone wants to know what role sustainability plays in our corporate 

management, what we are doing to protect the environment and what is the story about our corporate governance and  

corporate responsibility (cr). in short: Are we a good company? A company that can provide convincing answers is up to 

the challenges of the future; a company that cannot will encounter problems soon. An enterprise‘s ability to operate  

sustainably has tangible economic effects, not only on supplier and customer relations, but also on the success of the 

business and ultimately on the performance of the company and its reputation. This is no longer just a „soft issue“, but 

an integral part of our strategic agenda. 

how TAKKT acts and which overriding values guide us is put in writing in our mission statement. We are aware of our  

responsibility for our employees, the society and the environment and we want to contribute to maintain resources for future 

generations. in particular, this includes limiting, and if possible counteracting, co2 emissions and thus contributing to  

climate protection. We promote environmental awareness amongst our employees and support environmentally responsible 

behaviour both in the workplace as well as in their private life. 

in a decentralised group such as TAKKT Group, a variety of regional projects with social and ecological aims exist and always 

have existed. To coordinate and support this even further, we have set up an additional task force at holding level in 2006  

to act on sustainability and corporate responsibility. by publishing this cr report, we hope to give interested parties a brief 

overview of how we at TAKKT are taking action. We know that not everything can be achieved 100 percent straight away, 

but we are working towards making improvements year after year.  

i hope you will find this interesting reading.

dr felix A. Zimmermann

ceo of TAKKT AG

– stuttgart, march 2010 – 

EdiTOriAl 05
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The fundamental idea of sustainability is to guarantee a bal-

ance between economic, ecological and social concerns. As 

a result, the economic performance of the company is one of 

the three main components of the principle of sustainability 

and should not be understood as a contradiction, as some-

times appears to be the case in discussions.

The original meaning of „economic managing“ is to use lim-

ited resources to ensure the greatest possible benefit for 

mankind: This can be products and services for customers, 

or the preservation of value or value-based actions in the in-

terests of the company shareholders. Value orientation only 

conflicts with the principle of sustainability if it is taken as an 

all-encompassing goal or an end in itself – then the balance 

would be lost.

in order to prevent this, TAKKT is committed to working in 

areas beyond its own field of activity, particularly in the three 

areas of employees, society and environmental protection. 

With this, TAKKT takes on its corporate responsibility (cr).

TAKKT offers its customers an attractive and useful range of 

products. This is proven by the company‘s success: TAKKT 

is the leading b2b mail order specialist for business equip-

ment in europe and north America. TAKKT Group has three 

million customers worldwide, employs some 1,800 staff and 

distributes its over 160,000 products via catalogue and its 

web shops. it also sells via several online-only brands. TAKKT 

owns a multitude of brands:

KAiser + KrAfT, gaerner, Gerdmans, KWesTo, certeo, 

Topdeq, c&h, Avenue, hubert, central, national business 

furniture, Alfax, dallas midwest and officefurniture.com.

ThrEE dimENsiONs

The  
compAny

The TAKKT share has been listed in the prime standard  

segment of the deutsche boerse since 01 January 2003 

and is part of the sdAX segment. for five years in a row 

now, the company has received renowned awards for inves-

tor relations because of its transparent, credible communi-

cation with shareholders and financial market operators.

Transparent and credible  

financial market communication:

2005 //  capital ir Award: ranked 3rd on the sdAX

2006 //  capital ir Award: ranked 3rd on the sdAX

2007 //  capital ir Award: ranked 1st on the sdAX

2008 //   capital ir Award: ranked 3rd on the sdAX 

German investor relations Award:  

ranked 3rd on the sdAX

2009 //   German investor relations Award:  

ranked 1st on the sdAX
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The companies of TAKKT Group operate  

in the following countries:

Austria, belgium, canada, china, the czech republic,  

denmark, finland, france, Germany, Great britain, hungary, 

ireland, italy, Japan, mexico, the netherlands, norway,  

poland, portugal, romania, russia, slovakia, spain, sweden, 

switzerland, Turkey, the usA

//
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orGAnisATion: 
clOsE TO cusTOmEr 
ANd EFFiciENT
TAKKT Group is divided into the two divisions TAKKT  

europe and TAKKT AmericA. TAKKT europe is made 

up of two groups, the business equipment Group (beG), 

consisting of the brands KAiser + KrAfT, gaerner, Gerd-

mans, KWesTo and certeo, and the office equipment 

Group (oeG), comprising the Topdeq companies. Within 

TAKKT AmericA there are three groups: the plant equip-

ment Group (peG) with the brands c&h and Avenue; the 

specialties Group (spG) with the brands hubert and central; 

and finally the office equipment Group (oeG) with the 

brands national business furniture, dallas midwest, Alfax 

and officefurniture.com.

in addition to sales companies, each of the five groups also 

has a service company that is responsible for an efficient iT 

and logistics infrastructure, as well as compiling product 

ranges and producing catalogues. TAKKT AG is the strategic 

management holding of the Group and steers the cross-

divisional transfer of knowledge.

This structure guarantees our customers uniformly high 

quality standards for products and services.

//

EmplOyEEs sOciETy ENvirONmENT
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•   We gear our actions towards the principles of sustainability and future  
compliance, in economic, ecological and social terms. 

•   We ensure that resources are conserved, both in our core business and  
beyond. 

•   We are dedicated to pursuing the interests of our employees and society. 

•   Fairness, equal opportunities, transparency, and dialogue based on partner-
ship with our business partners and stakeholders belong to the ethical  
principles of our corporate governance. 

•   We see sustainability management as an executive responsibility and raise 
awareness of responsible behaviour among all our staff. 

•   We are aware that economic success and sustainable actions must not be 
mutually exclusive in the long term.  

our principles for  
responsible And  
susTAinAble business

ThrEE dimENsiONs
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corporate  
reSponSibility

//

each employee and particularly executive personnel are 

requested to put these principles into practice every single 

day in our business.

TAKKT understands cr as an integral part of sustainable 

corporate management and has defined three aspects as 

the key pillars of its cr – employees, society and environment. 

These are discussed in detail in the sections to follow.

EmplOyEEs sOciETy ENvirONmENT
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ThrEE dimENsiONs

Anyone who wants to lobby social issues should start close to 

home. for enterprises, social responsibility should therefore 

start with the company‘s own staff. Therefore, TAKKT Group 

has implemented a wide range of incentive programmes and 

voluntary benefi ts for years. 

health and prevention: Though healthcare in Germany may 

have certain shortcomings, many countries still cannot offer 

the same high standard. for this reason, TAKKT as an inter-

national operating company also offers all its employees 

abroad a wide range of additional benefi ts dependent on 

local specifi cs. for example, employees in countries with 

no statutory health insurance system are offered cover via 

the company. There are similar schemes in countries where 

the state pension is insuffi cient. TAKKT enables its staff to 

accumulate additional savings for their retirement. in general, 

we offer attractive benefi t packages in all countries in which 

we operate. if additional voluntary benefi ts are not sensible 

for legal or tax reasons, these are taken into account in 

wages and salaries. but also in Germany, staff can use health-

related services from preventive measures such as vaccina-

tions, sight tests and blood sugar monitoring, lectures on 

healthy nutrition and preventing health risks, to sports 

courses such as back training or walking. 

Family service and advice: in Germany, all employees and 

their families have access to free advisory and mediation 

services, such as legal advice. support is also available for 

dealing with addictions as well as relationship or childcare 

problems.

sharing our joint success: our employees make a crucial 

contribution towards the company‘s success; that is why 

they share in it, for example via bonus models. They receive 

a bonus of up to one month‘s salary if their company achieves 

or exceeds its turnover targets. members of staff in Germany 

cOmmiTmENT 
To employees 
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can also participate in TAKKT‘s success by purchasing 

employee shares every year. There are special incentive 

schemes for executive personnel: in middle management, 

bonuses are based on operating results and personal target 

setting. The bonuses paid to management board members 

are governed by the key figures of cash flow, developments 

in the TAKKT share price and eVA®. 

Training and continuing professional development: TAKKT  

attaches great importance to practical training for job starters. 

in Germany, the company offers training in the following  

occupations: 

• Wholesale and export operator 

• marketing communications operator 

• office communication operator

• Technical draughtsperson 

• production mechanics

• Warehouse clerk 

• Warehouse logistics clerk 

in 2009, 27 women and men where in occupational training 

at TAKKT in Germany. on top of that nine staff members 

attend in-service courses at a university of cooperative 

education. 

providing opportunities for personal and professional  

development is a crucial part of being an attractive employer 

and of ensuring motivation and job satisfaction. in return, 

highly qualified staff contribute decisively towards the 

company‘s success. This is the reason why TAKKT invests a 

lot in its training and further education programmes. 

staff mainly use the following three types of further edu-

cation: 

•  in-house seminars in which specially-trained or particularly 

experienced employees pass on their expertise to colleagues 

•   events featuring external speakers on specific topics

•   courses offered by the haniel Academy for specialists and 

managers

in may 2009, a conference entitled fuTure@TAKKT was 

also held for the Group‘s top executives and e-commerce 

specialists to stimulate knowledge transfer in the impor-

tant growth field of e-commerce. At the conference, work-

shops were held compiling and presenting key insights 

into e-business at TAKKT. The cornerstones of the Group‘s 

e-commerce strategy were also developed at the event.

  

Training courses in the year under review focused on the 

issue of management. one of the key aims was to give 

executives better instruments for managing their units and 

motivating their teams in difficult situations. one such 

important tool is the TAKKT dialogue, which provides a 

structured framework for staff appraisals involving employ-

ees and their line managers. dialogue meetings are held at 

least once a year. They comprise an extensive review and 

outlook, an assessment of the employee‘s performance based 

on TAKKT key qualifications, agreements of quantifiable targets 

for the coming year and an individual development plan.

ENvirONmENTsOciETy

//
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Accepting social responsibility as a company goes far beyond 

the concerns of TAKKT‘s own staff. corporate responsibility 

stands for socially and environmentally responsible corpo-

rate management. in this spirit, TAKKT approved early the 

Global compact initiative, which was formulated in 1999 by 

the then un secretary-General Kofi Annan, and undertakes 

to abide by principles as protecting human rights, abolish-

ing forced labour, eradicating child labour and preventing 

corruption.

The Group and its individual subsidiaries are also firmly com-

mitted to various social projects. here are a few concrete 

examples:

sponsoring children in india: TAKKT is providing long-term 

sponsorship for 30 children from the indian city of mumbai. 

This ensures that each child receives ten years of schooling as 

well as healthcare and food. staff are also actively involved in 

the project. They write letters to the children to keep in touch 

with their progress. The project is run in india by the children‘s 

charity prem dan, which means “gift of love“.

schoolchildren in Germany: for the second time, KAiser + 

KrAfT europA has donated a minibus to a school for chil-

dren and young people with learning difficulties. for two 

years now, Topdeq has been funding lunch-time meals at 

schillerschule, a special school in pfungstadt, as some pupils 

could not otherwise afford to buy a hot meal. 

charity projects in the usA: staff at TAKKT‘s us subsidiaries 

are traditionally involved in various charity projects, from 

renovating a retirement home or participating in a charity 

race to donating second-hand clothes and putting together 

christmas hampers for needy families. At hubert alone the 

various charity projects are coordinated by a team of eight 

colleagues.

cOmmiTmENT  
To socieTy 

//
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The greatest contribution towards sustainable business man-

agement is made by those companies whose business models 

are based on conserving resources. This is precisely what 

TAKKT does. in comparison to other sales channels, the mail 

order sector is the more environmentally-friendly option and 

generates fewer co2 emissions. firstly, this is because we 

transport goods straight from the manufacturer to the end-

user with no intermediate commercial stages. secondly, be-

cause customers do not travel to the retailer – or to several 

retailers – to buy what they need. And thirdly, because our 

catalogues are made from renewable and co2-absorbent 

raw materials. in addition, the growing proportion of online-

only business also helps to protect the environment. All this 

means that TAKKT makes an active contribution towards 

climate protection every day via its core business.

TAKKT‘s fundamentally sustainable mail order business model  

 – to deliver products to customers via the shortest and most 

efficient route – though the most important, is far from being 

its only contribution towards climate and environmental pro-

tection. This is demonstrated by the following examples 

from the individual divisions: 

Topdeq: The majority of all furniture from the Topdeq range 

(almost 80 percent) is fsc-certified. 

KAisEr + KrAFT and gaerner: The catalogues for both brands 

have been approved by dr schorb at the ifeu institute: “The 

innovative use of energy efficient power-thermal energy-

coupling during catalogue printing provides a reduction of 

up to 52 percent co2 in comparison to standard energy 

requirements.“ 

hubert recycles more than 200 tons of paperboard con-

tainers each year and uses recycled paper as filling instead 

of styrofoam.

KAisEr + KrAFT EurOpA uses primarily large freight 

carriers with modern, environmentally-friendly vehicle fleets.

When sourcing goods for its own use, the Group also makes 

every effort to conserve resources and protect the environ-

ment. for example, almost a quarter of the electricity used at 

the headquarters in stuttgart is generated from renewable 

sources. A waste sorting system has been installed as a matter 

of course. The photocopier paper is chlorine-free and stationary 

paper is also fsc-certified.

cOmmiTmENT  
To enVironmenT 
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As protection of the environment can only be effective if the 

entire supply chain is involved, strict guidelines are also 

applied to all of TAKKT’s suppliers and business partners. 

companies in Germany must be iso-certified and comply 

with the eco-management and Audit scheme of the euro-

pean union. however, suppliers and manufacturers from 

other countries also have a part to play: TAKKT employees 

verify that every item in its range is eco-friendly. naturally, 

TAKKT pays even more attention to all the products it manu-

factures itself under its own euroKRAFT brand.

All TAKKT companies are dedicated to avoiding environmen-

tal pollution and preserving resources as far as possible. for 

example, catalogues are produced from paper bleached 

without the use of chlorine and goods are sent using environ-

mentally-friendly and reusable packaging. in addition, the 

continual updating of address lists ensures that no resources 

are used unnecessarily when sending catalogues or goods.  

furthermore, TAKKT is also committed to helping the envi-

ronment in ways that go beyond its own field of activity. 

These two projects illustrate TAKKT‘s commitment beyond 

its own business area:

carbon disclosure project: To heighten public awareness of 

the need for climate protection and emphasise businesses‘ 

responsibilities, TAKKT was involved in the carbon disclo-

sure project for the fourth consecutive year in 2009. This ini-

tiative asked more than 3,000 companies worldwide, 200 of 

them in Germany, to set out their strategies for reducing co2 

emissions. in Germany, the project was initiated by the bundes-

verband investment und Asset management e. V. (bVi) and 

the World Wide fund for nature (WWf). The aim of the project, 

in which TAKKT will continue to participate in the future, is to 

provide the public with better information and thus help to 

stimulate sustained protective measures.

>>  further information on the carbon disclosure project can 

be found on the internet at www.cdproject.net

“Waldfonds“ forestation project: As of 2010 TAKKT will also 

be involved in the “Waldfonds“ project run by the environ-

mental protection organisation naturefund, which initiates a 

wide range of protection and reforestation schemes around 

the world. Through Waldfonds project, naturefund wants to 

finance and provide long-term support for the set-up of small, 

local and often very effective protection and reforestation 

schemes. A network of companies, sponsors and non- 

governmental organisations (nGos) supports these projects 

in the long-run and helps to develop and reformulate environ-

mental and climate protection topics. 

one of these projects is in the patuca national park, honduras, 

where efforts are being made to safeguard one of the last 

remaining large rainforests in central America. but even pro-

tected areas are being cut down. over the past 20 years the 

park has lost 40 percent of its forest through slash-and-burn 

and illegal clearing. Together with the national park manage-

ment, the Asociación patuca, and the local residents, nature-

fund has set up 19 tree nurseries, which in this year alone 

have grown 30,000 seedlings. They are currently working 

together to develop a reforestation concept for the entire 

national park.

Another project started in october 2009 in south-West 

madagascar. here, naturefund is hoping to preserve a unique 

thorn bush forest. Again, tree nurseries were set up with the 

local people and sowed 1,500 seeds from 75 different spe-

cies of tree in the first six weeks alone. At the same time, a 

communal protection zone of 520 ha – about 1,300 acres – 

was selected in agreement with the neighbouring villages 

to prevent wood from being cut in this area in future and to 

create an area for nature to recover.

>>  more information can be found on the internet at  

www.naturefund.de/waldfonds

//

sOciETyEmplOyEEs
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 contact:

TAKKT AG

ms martina Krautwurst

corporate communications

presselstraße 12

70191 stuttgart

T +49 711 3465-8250

f +49 711 3465-898250

do you hAVe quesTions or suGGesTions 
reGArdinG corporATe responsibiliTy 
AT TAKKT?

We would be happy to explain individual points and  

discuss the issue of sustainability with you.

photos: ©Takkt AG, naturefund, ©istockphoto.com/Giorgio fochesato, stanislaw urbaniak, scott hailstone, samuel clarke


